There is no denying it. Unclaimed printed documents sitting in the output tray of your printers and MFDs is a tremendous waste of money, and
a security issue too. Confidential or personally identifiable information left in a publicly accessible printer for someone to accidentally pick-up
can become a company’s worst nightmare.
NSi™ Output Manager™ provides organizations like yours with the confidence that only the person who printed the document picks it up. It
also ensures true accountability for all output. So, whether the document was printed from a coworker’s desktop, mobile device or a back
office system such as your ERP, EHR or other business system, NSi Output Manager dramatically improves the efficiency of your output
environment, helps to reduce unnecessary printing, and ensures mission critical documents are printed at the right place, at the right time.

NSi Output Manager is designed to save your organization time and money by providing effective controls over the entire printer and MFD fleet.
What’s more, the solution scales to fit any size organization and can be customized to fit your organization’s specific needs.
Ensure the secure collection of your printed
documents at any network attached device.
Any user in your organization can now
collect documents at any device without
worrying about which printer the job is sent.
Authentication ─ done at the device using
a company ID badge, swipe card, proximity card, keypad or mobile
phone ─ allows the user to retrieve print jobs where and whenever
they want.

Fix output issues for your employees before
they happen.
Monitoring printers and print queues allows
you to know when a problem occurs. For
instance, NSi Output Manager provides a realtime picture of everything that is happening
in your company’s output processes by monitoring printers for errors
and receiving immediate notifications when they occur. This includes
common problems such as network problems, paper jams and more.
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Ensure cost containment through
accountability.
Knowing exactly how much your business
spends on printing is essential to maximizing
the return on your printer investment and for
minimizing the total cost of printer ownership.
NSi Output Manager provides full accounting of
where every page is printed or copied. A “charge back” can be setup
based on your business’s need - based on user, client, department
or project. Charge back reports can also be pushed and pulled on
demand to a stakeholder or scheduled for automatic delivery.

Automatically report on everything that
happens on all devices.
Automatically report on everything that
happens at each of your printers. Find out
which documents are printed, where, which
employees use printers more often, the
number of pages printed, the computer
ordering the printing, the application printing the most, determine
which devices are over-used or under-worked and more. Monitor your
printing infrastructure with real-time, statistical displays of printing
resources, and schedule automatic e-mail reports for full, detailed
accounts of printing usage.

Control what each user can or cannot do at
the device.
Control device usage and modify behavior by
centrally establishing rules for cost effective
printing such as enforcing duplex printing on
specific applications, not allowing black and
white printing on a color printer, and other
money saving settings as well as automatically routing documents
to the most efficient printers, e.g. large documents to the production
printers.
Apply rules determining who can use a device and how they can use
it – including days of the week, amount of pages printed and more.
Of course, all users are provided convenient notifications e-mail, or
pop-up notification-to efficiently adapt to any policy change.

Stop the unauthorized flow of sensitive
information.
Regulatory obligations are a constant concern
for most businesses. Making certain that
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) or
sensitive business information is shared
with only authorized audiences is an ongoing
obligation. With NSi Output Manager, simultaneous monitoring and
auditing of the information in documents destined for any of your
organization’s printers is available, ensuring sensitive information
is controlled before it is even printed to a page. Once identified,
these documents can be sent to a secure print queue for temporary
quarantine while a notification is immediately sent to a predefined
manager for further analysis.

Mobile print & submit
Release documents from your print queue
using your smartphone or tablet. Courtesy of
NSi Mobile, just scan the QR code attached
to your printer and immediately be presented
with all documents in your print queue. A touch
of the document’s name and it will then be
immediately printed to the printer in front of you. This works great
for both MFDs as well as single function printers. What’s more, files
accessible to your mobile device can be submitted to your secure
print queue and printed later. This can be accomplished behind your
firewall or from any 3G/4G network using Android and iOS devices.
Uninterrupted printing of critical documents.
When the primary printer fails, jams, runs
out of paper, or has other issues ─ business
stops. NSi Output Manager can be configured
to make certain you have guaranteed business
continuity and can route the print job to a
backup device and notify users and help desk
colleagues alike of the situation.
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Manage mixed printer fleets.
A company’s printer fleet usually consists of
multiple brands and models, which can make
management, support, and use of print devices
challenging.
NSi Output Manager is designed to simplify
the task of managing multiple devices. You no longer need a unique
driver for each printer model. The NSi universal print driver works
with all PostScript printers, regardless of the brand.

With NSi™ AutoStore® you build applications
to accelerate your business processes, apps
for scanners, MFDs, smart phones and other
devices. Take advantage of NSi AutoStore’s
backend connectors and standard APIs
to link seamlessly and print straight into
popular enterprise software applications
and Document Management Systems (DMS). To learn more about
NSi™AutoStore® click here
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